Peer-Reviewed Publications


Book Reviews and Other Contributed Work


Awards and Honors


Moon, Sarah. Faculty Fellow for Liberal Arts Action Lab, Food Stories Project. Hartford, Fall 2018.

Ziering, Anna. 2017-18 AETNA Graduate Writing Award.
—. 2017-18 Fellowship for Graduate Study. Funded by the Alumnae Association of Barnard College.

Presentations


—. “Creating a Short Story Collection from Concept to Publication.” Invited speaker. South East CT Author and Publisher Association. Groton, 16 Apr. 2018.


Mooney, Shannon. “‘We Were Real New Jersey’: Junot Diaz’s Reclaiming of the New Jersey Suburbs.” NeMLA. Pittsburgh, 12 Apr. 2018.


**Grad Landings**

Piller, Erick. Tenure-track position as Assistant Professor of Languages and Literature. Nicholls State University, Thibodaux, Louisiana.

Solomon, Christina. Lecturer position. Rowan University, Glassboro, New Jersey.

**Dissertations Defended**


